
BOLD face indicates something Betty copied down at the time. 

ITALIC face indicates something Betty wrote in her email, explaining 

the entries. 

BLUE indicates something Betty wrote at the time which is not a 

quote from the radio transmissions. 

=================================================

From: betty
To: TIGHAR

You could put “AE” (for Amelia Earhart) or “MN” (for man) at the 

start of each line. 

Thanks, 

Ric 

*********************************************** 



158 mi. 

44 N.E. Amelia said this but she said several things 

before this I was so floored at hearing “this is Amelia Earhart” 

several times I didn’t start writing right away until the numbers 

started being said 

Help me 

W40K Howland port AE 

or W O J Howland port 

waters high 

here put your ear to it talking to him 

This is Amelia Putman here she also may have put Earhart 

SOS 

stop Amelia here he took over   ...MN 

speak 

Uncle 

Oh oh 

(crying now) AE but back on the radio 

help 

help us quick 

I can feel it 

your right 

Bob 

come here just a moment in here he kept wanting to get out of 

the plane because it was so hot and she kept calling him back. 

 



 

58 

338  AE 

send us help AE 

Amelia take it  MN 

hear it  (this was man talking with her 

sometime too) 

help help 

I need air 

Amelia things are 

here I come – oh 

let me out of here in here he complained of his head 

different suffer 

Amelia 

take it away Howland 

N.Y.    N.Y.     N.Y in here they were both on radio 

Marie   Marie 

N.Y.    N.Y. 

Oh, if they could hear me 

N.Y.     N.Y. 

Marie 

It's going AE 



since 4:30             5:10 

airport 

Marie 

oh 

where are you AE 

waters knee deep – let me out AE.....MN; in here he was yelling 

where are you going AE 

we can’t bail out 

see  in here she was saying the waters coming up 

like she could see water rising 

yes 

Amelia – yes both talking 

oh oh ouch 

are you so scared 

what 

Hello Bud 

Amelia here she started the “this is Amelia 

Earhart” and went on 

South 391065 Z or E 

fig 8 - 3. 30 500 Z all AE 

3E    MJ3B 

Z 38   Z 13        8983638 

{S 309' 165'E}  ? 



5:30         1 hr. I wrote this at top of page 

 

hurry 

3.15 

are you there – fuzzy fuzzy was the radio fading 

hear from me      hear from me AE 

George 

get the suitcase in my closet 

Calf.  all AE down to here 

are you 

Marie Hey! MN 

Marie   MN 

Amelia Earhart she got the radio again 

Hey 

watch that battery 

what did you tell me to do 

SOS 

Will you help me 

Will you please 

all right! all above was AE 



6:00                 end at 6:15 

 

what are you doing AE 

3q  rd  36 

J 3 

Amelia here 

quick 

let me out MN 

3630  AE 

knee deep over AE 

stop  AE 

I won’t make it he was yelling again 

38-3 

huh 

are you here he had got out and she was getting ready to 

go too 

3 

darn  all above AE .....she said a few cuss words 

and sounds like she was having trouble getting water so high 

the plane was slipping. 

30  AE 

N.Y.  AE 

N.Y.  That was the last I could hear. 




